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14 Under one Roof
Andrew Jeffrey reports from Germany on the work he and Peter Haggerty have done at Golfplatz Munich Nord-Bichenbien

17 Bolt from the Blue
Cedric Johns gives some warnings about how to avoid lightning and highlights the actions one club has taken to avoid tragedy

20 Reach for the Stars
John Wells MG, Estates Manager at the fabulous Brocket Hall, urges fellow greenkeepers to make the most of the talents they have

24 BIGGA shakes Vancouver
Anthony Davies MG, one of BIGGA delegation on the Bernard & Co sponsored trip to the CGSA Conference and Show in Vancouver reports back on the experience

29 Fairway to Heaven
Roland Taylor continues his series on mowing machinery by looking at the fairway machine

34 Splash Out
Victor Jamieson offers some valuable advice on purchasing a new irrigation system

39 Testing Times
David Rhodes explains how to achieve the best results from the time, effort and money invested in award renovation

43 Essay Winner
Simon O’Hara, winner of the Under 25 category in the BIGGA Essay Competition displays his winning entry

53 Turf Disease: What’s new?
Dr Kate Entwistle begins a series of regular contributions by talking you through turf diseases, including her own personal favourites
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April 2001
Your next issue of Greenkeeper International will be with you by May 10, 2001
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64 Sandy McDivot: Customer Service
Mr and Mrs McDivot enjoy a break in the sun and give Sandy an opportunity to assess the differences in customer service

66 Features Listing
Helping you track down some of Greenkeeper International’s previous articles

66 As I see it...
BIGGA Chairman concludes his visit to Dallas moves on to Vancouver where he delivers a paper, returns home to be interviewed on Sky TV and see his club affected by the Foot and Mouth Outbreak... oh, and is caught up in an earthquake